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ABSTRACT A mathematical model that integrates the dynamics of cell membrane potential, ion homeostasis, cell volume,
mitochondrial ATP production, mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum Ca2þ handling, IP3 production, and GTP-binding
protein-coupled receptor signaling was developed. Simulations with this model support recent experimental data showing
a protective effect of stimulating an astrocytic GTP-binding protein-coupled receptor (P2Y1Rs) following cerebral ischemic
stroke. The model was analyzed to better understand the mathematical behavior of the equations and to provide insights into
the underlying biological data. This approach yielded explicit formulas determining how changes in IP3-mediated Ca2þ release,
under varying conditions of oxygen and the energy substrate pyruvate, affected mitochondrial ATP production, and was utilized
to predict rate-limiting variables in P2Y1R-enhanced astrocyte protection after cerebral ischemic stroke.
INTRODUCTION
Acute cerebral ischemia causes cytotoxic edema in neurons,
glia, and endothelial cells, with swelling being most prom-
inent in astrocytes (1–3). Within minutes of hypoxia, failure
of ATP-dependent ion transport leads to rapid accumulation
of sodium and chloride ions inside the cell. Water flows into
the cell to maintain osmotic equilibrium, causing the cell to
swell. Zheng et al. (4) showed that, in mouse cortical astro-
cytes, the magnitude of ischemic lesions and cytotoxic
edema were significantly reduced by treatment with the
purinergic ligand 2-methylthioladenosine 50 diphosphate
(2MeSADP), an agonist with high specificity for the
purinergic receptor type-1 isoform (P2Y1R). We previously
reported that stimulation of P2Y1Rs increases calcium-
sensitive mitochondrial metabolism in astrocytes (5). These
data suggest that astrocyte mitochondria are a key energy
source in postischemic tissue, and can be stimulated by
IP3-mediated intracellular Ca2þ release to significantly
improve neurological outcomes subsequent to brain injuries
(Fig. 1).

We tested this hypothesis by constructing a mathematical
model of an astrocyte that integrates cellular membrane
potential and volume with models of mitochondrial ATP
production and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) calcium
handling. In our model, we can induce cellular swelling
and depolarization by decreasing parameters corresponding
to either the overall glucose level or the supply of oxygen.
Simulations of the model demonstrate that ischemia-
induced cell swelling and depolarization can be reversed
by enhancing IP3-mediated Ca2þ release, which increases
mitochondrial ATP production.
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We also mathematically analyze the model to better
understand mechanisms underlying the experimental results
and model behavior. In particular, what critical fluxes play
a decisive role in the generation of ischemic-like conditions
and how does the model’s ability to reverse cell swelling and
depolarization depend on parameters? We systematically
simplify the model, and derive a reduced model that not
only reproduces the full model’s behavior but is also consid-
erably easier to analyze mathematically. Using the reduced
model, we derive explicit formulas that predict how changes
in IP3-mediated Ca2þ release, pyruvate level, and external
oxygen level affect mitochondrial ATP production.
METHODS

A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 1. The model combines the Mag-

nus-Keizer model for mitochondrial Ca2þ handling and ATP production

(6,7) and the Li-Rinzel model for Ca2þ-handling in the ER (8) together

with models for the P2Y1R (which stimulates IP3 production), Naþ/Kþ

pump, cell volume and cell membrane potential. To study how ATP produc-

tion depends on the overall glucose and oxygen levels, and the role of other

processes in neuroprotection, we have made several modifications to the

Magnus-Keizer model:

1. Whereas ATP production is a dynamical variable in the Magnus-Keizer

model, the oxygen level is a fixed parameter. For this reason, it is neces-

sary to modify the model so that oxygen input is a parameter and the

oxygen level in the mitochondria is a dynamical variable.

2. Recent experiments have demonstrated that mitochondrial KATP chan-

nels play an important role in controlling the mitochondrial membrane

potential and, therefore, ATP production (9,10). We have added a

KATP channel to the Magnus-Keizer model to explore its possible role

in neuroprotection.

3. Finally, neurons are considerably less tolerant to changes in glucose

and oxygen levels than are astrocytes (11). This may be because of the

so-called permeability transition pore (PTP), which plays a much

more prominent role in neurons than in astrocytes. The PTP is important

in mitochondrial Ca2þ handling and metabolism/energetics in neurons
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FIGURE 1 Diagram of neuroprotective role of

enhanced astrocyte mitochondrial metabolism.

(Left) P2Y1R ligands stimulate IP3-mediated

calcium release from the ER of astrocytes, which

increases mitochondrial calcium levels leading to

the increased production of ATP and neuroprotec-

tion. (Right) Schematic of computational model of

ER-mitochondrial calcium handling, ATP produc-

tion, and cell swelling.
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(but not astrocytes), because it releases Ca2þ and dissipates DJ when

open. To study neuroprotection in neurons, we have modified the Mag-

nus-Keizer model by adding a recently developed model for the PTP

(12). Details of our modifications to the Magnus-Keizer model are

described below.
The modified Magnus-Keizer model

For mitochondrial Ca2þ handling and ATP production, we use the model

developed by Magnus and Keizer (7), with several modifications. Here

we describe the modified model for mitochondria within astrocytes. The

neuron model, in which we add the PTP, is given later.

The modified model can be written as

d½NADH�m
dt

¼ m
�
Jpdh � Jo

�
gmtminvolm

; (1)

d½ADP� m
�
Jant � Jptca � Jpf 1

�

m

dt
¼

gmtminvolm
; (2)

dDJ m
�
Jhres � Jhf 1 � Jant � Jhl � JKatp � 2Juni þ Jnc

�

dt

¼
tminCm

;

(3)

d½Ca� fmmðJuni � JncÞ
m

dt
¼

tminvolm
; (4)

d½ADP� mJant þ c
�
Jhyd � Jpgly

�

c

dt
¼ �

gmtminvolc
; (5)

d½H� fhmm
�
Jhf 1 þ Jhl � Jhres þ Jah

�

m

dt
¼

tminvolm
; (6)

where the subscript m corresponds to a mitochondrial component and the

subscript c corresponds to a cytosolic component. The variable DJ repre-

sents the electrochemical gradient of the mitochondrion relative to the

cytosol. An interpretation of the various fluxes in this model can be found

in Magnus and Keizer (7) or Oster et al. (12). The constants m, c, fm, Cm,

volm, and volc, represent the amount of mitochondrial proteins, the amount

of cytosolic proteins, mitochondrial Ca2þ buffering, mitochondrial inner

membrane capacitance, mitochondrial volume, and cytosolic volume,

respectively. Note that the amount of ATP in the mitochondrion and cytosol

are determined by the conservation equations
½ATP�m ¼ Amtot � ½ADP�m and ½ATP�c ¼ Actot � ½ADP�c;
(7)

respectively, where Amtot and Actot are constants.

Here, we will only describe our modifications to fluxes in the Magnus-

Keizer model. A detailed description of the various fluxes and parameter

values is given in the Supporting Material.

The first modification to the Magnus-Keizer model was suggested

by Bertram et al. (13). In the Magnus-Keizer model, it is assumed

that the rate at which NADH is produced by the citric-acid cycle is pro-

portional to the reaction rate of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex

(PDH). In that model, this rate is represented by Jred, which is a function

of mitochondrial calcium. As in Bertram et al. (13), we replace Jred with

Jpdh, which has explicit dependence on both [Ca]m and the ratio of product

NADH to substrate NADþ. The input to the PDH is pyruvate, which is con-

verted from glucose via glycolysis in the cytosol. Thus, we make Jpdh
dependent on the cytosolic glucose concentration, GLC. The expression

for Jpdh is

Jpdh ¼
�

pa
pb þ ½NADH�m=½NAD�m

�� ½Ca�m
pc þ ½Ca�m

�
Jpyr;

where

Jpyr ¼ kpyr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GLC

p
and ½NAD�m ¼ Ntot � ½NADH�m; (8)

and Ntot is a constant.

For the second modification, we introduce a dynamical variable, O,

corresponding to the level of oxygen inside the mitochondrion. In the

Magnus-Keizer model, oxygen is a static parameter that appears in two

fluxes: respiration and oxygen consumption. If we denote the original

Magnus-Keizer formulation of these fluxes as bJhres and bJo, then we take

the modified fluxes to be

Jhres ¼
�

O

ko þ O

�bJhres and Jo ¼
�

O

ko þ O

�bJo;

where ko is a constant. We then assume that O satisfies the differential

equation

dO

dt
¼ dðOout � OÞ � aJO; (9)

where Oout is the oxygen level outside the mitochondrion, d is a diffusion

constant, and a is a rate parameter.

Mitochondrial pH is also static in the Magnus-Keizer model. As in

Oster et al. (12), we have added a differential equation to track changes

in [H]m, the mitochondrial proton concentration. This will be especially
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763
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important when we consider the PTP, the opening of which depends on the

mitochondrial pH level. The Magnus-Keizer model contains three Hþ

fluxes: respiration, the FoF1 ATPase, and a DJ-dependent leak term. To

these we have added a term Jah that corresponds to an electroneutral

inorganic phosphate flux; this flux serves as a weak acid and provides

a mechanism for mitochondrial pH buffering.

We model the ATP-sensitive Kþ current, JKatp, as in Bertram et al. (14)

and Magnus and Keizer (15),

JKatp ¼ gKatpoN
�½ADP�m; ½ATP�m�ðDJ�JKÞ: (10)

Here, gKatp is the maximal conductance, JK is the equilibrium potential

of Kþ and
oN
�½ADP�m; ½ATP�m� ¼

0:08

�
1þ 2MgADP�

17

�
þ 0:89

�
MgADP�

17

�2

�
1þMgADP�

17

�2�
1þ ADP3�

26
þ ATP4�

� ;
where

MgADP� ¼ 0:165½ADP�m; ADP3� ¼ 0:135½ADP�m; and

ATP4� ¼ 0:05½ATP�m:

Finally, we modified the Ca2þ uniporter Juni. With its original formulation,

Juni sometimes becomes slightly negative during some of the simulations.

Because it is unclear whether this is possible over the range of conditions

considered here, we simply assume that if bJuni is the original Magnus-

Keizer formulation of the Ca2þ uniporter, then Juni ¼ bJuni if bJuni>0 and

Juni ¼ 0 otherwise. We note that all of the results presented in this article

hold without this modification.
Cytosolic Ca2D

We will distinguish between two forms of cytosolic Ca2þ. The first is

the overall amount of Ca2þ in the cell not bound to buffers; we

denote this as [Ca]c and assume that it is constant (though the general

case would include plasma membrane Ca2þ fluxes). The second is the

amount of free Ca2þ that lies between the IP3 receptor pore and the mito-

chondria’s Ca2þ uniporter; we denote the concentration of Ca2þ in this

space as [Ca]ps, for pore-space Ca
2þ. Then [Ca]ps satisfies the differential

equation,

d½Ca�ps
dt

¼ fpsðmðJnc � JuniÞ � eðJserca � JeroutÞÞ
volps

; (11)

where fps is Ca
2þ buffering in the pore space. Note that the total amount of

Ca2þ in the ER, mitochondria, and the pore space between them is

conserved; that is,

½Ca�ps ¼ fps
volps

�
½Ca�tot �

volm
fm

½Ca�m � voler
fe

½Ca�er
�
:

We note that there should be diffusion between the cytosolic and pore-space

Ca2þ. However, we assume that this is dominated by the other Ca2þ fluxes

and can, therefore, be ignored.
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ER dynamics

Our model for Ca2þ-handling in the ER is the same as that proposed by Li

and Rinzel (8), except we add a dynamic variable to account for P2Y1R

binding and IP3 degradation. The Li-Rinzel model can be written as

d½Ca�er
dt

¼ feeðJserca � JeroutÞ
tminvoler

; (12)

� �

dh

dt
¼

dinh � ½Ca�ps þ dinh h

t
; (13)
where e and fe represent ER protein amount and Ca2þ buffering,

Jerout ¼
"
Jip3max

� ½IP3�
½IP3� þ dip3

�3
 

½Ca�ps
½Ca�ps þ dact

!3

h3 þ Jleak

#
�
�
½Ca�er � ½Ca�ps

�
and

Jserca ¼ vserca½Ca�2ps
k2serca þ ½Ca�2ps

represent the release of Ca2þ from the ER through IP3 channels and intake

of Ca2þ into the ER through the SERCA pump, respectively, and h is a vari-

able for slow inactivation of the channel.

In the Li-Rinzel model, [IP3] is a constant, and is set between 0.3 and

0.6 mM in the simulations in their article (8). The dynamics of [IP3],

including Ca2þ-dependent IP3 production pathways, have been modeled

by Fall et al. (16). Here we follow Di Garbo et al. (17), and assume that

[IP3]¼ (0.45þ [IP3]a) mM, where [IP3]a is a dynamic variable that satisfies

a differential equation of the form

d½IP3�a
dt

¼ kP2YxF � kdeg½IP3�a; (14)

and where

xF ¼ MeS

KD þMeS

is the fraction of metabotropic ATP receptors bound. The term kP2YxF repre-

sents the rate of IP3 production promoted through the G-protein and PLCb

activation pathway in a stimulated cell.

Note that stimulation of the P2Y1R (by increasing MeS, the parameter

representing application of 2MeSADP) leads to an increase in IP3, which

increases Jerout and, therefore, [Ca]ps. As diagrammed in Fig. 1, this, in

turn, leads to an increase in [Ca]m. As we demonstrate later, this has the
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potential to increase ATP production and reverse the effects of ischemia on

cell volume and membrane potential.
Model of cell volume and membrane potential

We assume that changes in the cell volume are due to the flow of water

with ions at just the rate sufficient to maintain isotonicity between the

cell’s interior and exterior. Here, we will consider just three ions: Naþ,
Kþ, and Cl�, whose concentrations change due to voltage-gated channels

and Naþ/Kþ pumps. Other ions such as Ca2þ and glutamate certainly

play a critical role in ischemia, as do other pumps and transporters

(18). However, a detailed model and analysis of interactions between

these complex processes is beyond the scope of this article. Although

mitochondrial volume is osmotically active (19), here we assume that

the volumes of the organelles and the pore space are constant. Our

minimal model is still capable of demonstrating the role of mitochondrial

Ca2þ sequestration in maintaining proper ATP production and how

reductions in ATP production lead to cell swelling and collapse of the

cell membrane potential.

Let Nai, Ki, and Cli be the amounts of intracellular Naþ, Kþ, and Cl�

ions, respectively. Then the change in cell volume is given by

dðvolaÞ
dt

¼ 1

½E�0

�
dNai
dt

þ dKi

dt
þ dCli

dt

�
; (15)

where [E]o is the total extracellular solute concentration (20). Hence,

volaðtÞ ¼ 1

½E�o
ðNaiðtÞ þ KiðtÞ þ CliðtÞÞ þ k1;

where k1 is a constant that depends on initial conditions. Moreover, to

satisfy the internal electroneutrality condition, we have that

dCli
dt

¼ dNai
dt

þ dKi

dt
(16)

or

CliðtÞ ¼ NaiðtÞ þ KiðtÞ � k2;

where k2 is another constant that depends on initial conditions. It

therefore remains to describe equations for Nai(t) and Ki(t). We assume

that the ionic currents satisfy the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz current equation

and that there is a Naþ/Kþ pump. Then these variables satisfy the differen-

tial equations

dNai
dt

¼ A

�
PNaf

�½Na�o � ½Na�i expðfÞ
�

expðfÞ � 1
� Ipump

�
; (17)
dK
�
PKf

�½K� � ½K� expðfÞ� �

i

dt
¼ A o i

expðfÞ � 1
þ Ipump ; (18)

where f ¼ FVa/RT. Va is the membrane potential of the astrocyte, PNa and

PK are permeabilities, A is the membrane surface area, Si is the amount of

internal S ions, and [S]i, [S]o are the internal and external concentrations,

respectively (20). We assume that activity of the Naþ/Kþ pump depends

on [ATP]c:

Ipump ¼ K½Na�i
r

�
1þ tanh

�½ATP�c � 1:93

0:1

��
: (19)

Finally, we assume that the membrane potential satisfies the Goldman-

Hodgkin-Katz voltage equation (21):

Va ¼ RT

F
ln

�
PNa½Na�o þ PK½K�o þ PCl½Cl�i
PNa½Na�i þ PK½K�i þ PCl½Cl�o

�
: (20)

Model simulations were performed using MATLAB (22) and XPPAUT

(23). Bifurcation diagrams were computed using XPPAUT.
RESULTS

Simulations of ischemia and recovery in
astrocytes

A standard in vitro model of ischemia is oxygen and glucose
deprivation (24). We simulated ischemia in our mathemat-
ical model by reducing the amount of cytosolic glucose
and oxygen (parameters GLC and Oout, respectively).

Fig. 2 shows the effect of reduced glucose on mitochon-
drial ATP concentration, cell membrane potential, and cell
volume. In the control state (the first 20 min of simulation),
the membrane potential and volume of the astrocyte were
steady near �80 mV and 7500 mm3, respectively. At
t¼ 20 min,GLCwas lowered by 25%. This led to a decrease
in ATP production and thus decreased activity of the ATP-
dependent Naþ/Kþ pump. The altered ion transport caused
the astrocyte to depolarize to ~�20 mV, and the astrocyte
volume to increase by 80%. Stimulation of the P2Y1R can
reverse these effects, as shown in Fig. 3. We again started
with the model in the control state and induced ischemia at
t ¼ 20. At t ¼ 40, we increased the value of the parameter
MeS from 0 to 0.04 to simulate application of 2MeSADP.
FIGURE 2 Simulation of ischemia. At t ¼
20 min, cytosolic glucose concentration is

suddenly reduced by 25%. ATP production falls,

leading to cell depolarization and swelling.

Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763



FIGURE 3 Simulation of recovery from glucose deprivation. At t ¼
40 min, P2Y1R receptor is stimulated, leading to an increase in mitochon-

drial calcium concentration, ATP production, and reversal of cell depolar-

ization and swelling.
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This led to an increase inmitochondrial Ca2þ, which restored
ATP production to near the control-state level. The
membrane potential hyperpolarized to near �80 mV, and
the volume of the astrocyte shrank back to its original value.

Similar effects are seen when we simulate a reduction in
oxygen supply. Fig. 4 shows a 50% reduction in Oout, which
leads to a drop in ATP production, membrane depolariza-
tion, and cell swelling, and the partial reversal of these
effects by stimulation of the P2Y1R (MeS ¼ 0.04). Full
recovery can be achieved by stronger stimulation of
P2Y1R (MeS ¼ 0.1), as shown in Fig. 5. Here, stroke was
simulated by the simultaneous reduction of both GLC and
Oout. In this case, application of 2MeSADP led to oscilla-
tions during the recovery phase. There is experimental
evidence for calcium-dependent oscillations in mitochon-
drial transmembrane potential (DJ) in cultures of
SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells (25). Furthermore,
oscillations in IP3 have been observed in astrocytes in
response to stimulation of P2Y1Rs by extracellular ATP
(26). In our model, oscillations are observed for certain
combinations of MeS, GLC, and Oout. For example, with
MeS ¼ 0.04 and Oout ¼ 1, the model exhibits oscillations
in ATPm production if GLC% 2 (see Fig. S2 in the Support-
ing Material). Thus, the relationship between GLC and
the amount of depolarization and swelling (averaged over
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763
the last 5 min of simulation) is not monotonic for this value
of MeS. This nonmonotonicity is a prediction of the model
that could be tested experimentally.

To explore further the ability of P2Y1R stimulation to
counter astrocyte depolarization and swelling during stroke,
we simulated different levels of glucose or oxygen supply
and 2MeSADP application. Fig. 6 demonstrates that
ischemic-like conditions arise if MeS and either GLC or
Oout levels are sufficiently small. Moreover, except for
very low values of GLC and Oout, membrane potential and
cell volume return to their control state with elevated values
of MeS.

For the simulations shown in Figs. 2–6, we did not
include the mitochondrial KATP channel. As Fig. 7 illus-
trates, addition of this channel makes the astrocyte less
vulnerable to a decrease in the glucose level (a similar result
holds for a decrease in the oxygen level), and enhances the
neuroprotective role of 2MeSADP application. In Fig. 7, A
and B, we initiate ischemia at t ¼ 500 s by decreasing
GLC by 25%. Note that the subsequent drop in [ATP]c
is a decreasing function of gKatp, the maximal conductance
of the KATP current. At t ¼ 1000, we increase MeS. For the
simulation shown in Fig. 7 A, MeS is chosen to be small so
that there is only partial recovery from ischemia. As ex-
pected, the recovery level increases with gKatp. A larger
value for MeS is used in Fig. 7 B and the system fully
recovers for all values of gKatp.
The mitochondrial permeability transition pore

Neurons are considerably more vulnerable to changes in
ischemic conditions than astrocytes (11). One possible
explanation for this is that the permeability transition
pore, which both releases Ca2þ and is directly or indirectly
responsive to Ca2þ, plays a much more prominent role in
neurons than in astrocytes. The PTP has been the nexus of
a large experimental effort principally because it appears
that permanent activation of the transition and subsequent
depolarization of mitochondria constitutes an obligate initi-
ating step to most nonreceptor-mediated programmed cell
FIGURE 4 Simulation of partial recovery from

oxygen deprivation. At t¼ 40 min, P2Y1R receptor

is stimulated, leading to an increase in mitochon-

drial calcium concentration, ATP production, and

reversal of cell depolarization and swelling.



FIGURE 5 Oscillations during recovery from

simulated ischemia. At t ¼ 20 min, glucose and

oxygen supply are reduced simultaneously. At

t ¼ 40 min, P2Y1R receptor is stimulated, leading

to oscillatory behavior and the reversal of cell

depolarization and swelling. The dynamics of the

model fluxes during this simulation are shown in

Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material.
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death. The PTP may have two open states sensitive to
different stressors: there is a transient, low conductance state
and a high conductance state with irreversible opening.
Players known to affect the open probability of the PTP
are many of the same factors that are implicated in cell death
in both health and disease: Ca2þ, pH, reactive oxygen
species, altered membrane lipids, electron transport chain
anomalies, and altered gene expression.

To explore differences in the vulnerability of neurons
and astrocytes to ischemic conditions, we incorporate
a recently developed model for the PTP (12). Here, we
only consider the PTP low-conductance state. This is
modeled as follows: Let PTPl denote the number of PTP
channels that are in the low conductance state. We assume
that the dynamics of the low-conductance state depend
upon pH and are governed by
dPTPl

dt
¼ PTPN

l

�½H�m�� PTPl

tl
�½H�m� : (21)

Both the opening rate, PTPN
l , and the time constant, t1,

depend upon the mitochondrial proton concentration
[H]m—that is, mitochondrial pH. In particular, we take

PTPN
l ¼ 0:5

�
1þ tanh

�
p1 � ½H�m

p2

��

and

tl
�½H�m� ¼ At

cosh

�½H�m � p3
p4

�þ p6:
FIGURE 6 (Top) Cell membrane potential (A)

and volume (B) for different values of glucose

supply and MeS. (Bottom) Cell membrane poten-

tial (C) and volume (D) for different values of

oxygen supply and MeS. In all cases, the cell was

simulated in a control state (GLC ¼ 4, Oout ¼ 1,

MeS ¼ 0) for 20 min. An ischemic state was then

induced by either reducing GLC or Oout or the

value shown along the vertical axes for 20 min,

while keeping MeS ¼ 0. Finally, MeS was

increased to the value shown along the horizontal

axes for 20 min. The reported membrane potential

and volume correspond to the average Va and vola
values over the last 5 min of simulation.

Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763



FIGURE 7 (A) Increasing the maximal conduc-

tance of the KATP current leads to a smaller drop

in cytosolic ATP production during stroke-like

conditions and enhances the neuroprotective role

of 2MeSADP application. Here, there is no PTP.

(B) If MeS is sufficiently large, then the system

fully recovers for all values of gKatp. (C) Addition

of the PTP makes the astrocyte more vulnerable

to decreases in glucose levels and weakens the neu-

roprotective role of 2MeSADP application. Here,

gKatp. (D) Similar to panel A, except the PTP is

now included. Here, fH ¼ 5000.
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Note that p1 is the parameter that primarily determines
whether the pore is open or closed. That is, the pore opens
when [H]m falls to <p1 and closes when [H]m is >p1. For
the simulations shown below, p1 ¼ 0.024. The other
constants pi and At are given in the Supporting Material.

We assume that the PTP is permeable to protons and Ca2þ

when open. The proton flux is taken to be of the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz form gated by the state of the pore:

JHPTP ¼ fHPTPl

FDJ

RT
ð½H�m � ½H�c

exp

��FDJ

RT

�
1� exp

��FDJ

RT

�Þ:
Here, [H]c is the cytosolic proton concentration, which we

assume is constant, and fH is the permeability of the pore
in its low-conductance state to protons. Very little is known
in regard to the Ca2þ flux through the PTP. Here, we assume
that this flux uses the same expression as flux through the
uniporter from the Magnus-Keizer model and is gated by
the state of the pore. That is,

JCaPTP ¼ fCaPTPlJuni
�½Ca�c; ½Ca�m�:

To complete the model, we add the fluxes ð2JCaPTP � JHPTPÞ,
Ca H
�JPTP and JPTP to the right-hand sides of Eqs. 3, 4, and 6

for DJ, [Ca]m, and [H]m, respectively.
As Fig. 7 C illustrates, addition of the PTP makes the

astrocyte more vulnerable to decreases in glucose and
oxygen levels, and weakens the neuroprotective role of
2MeSADP application. As before, strengthening the KATP

current makes the cell less vulnerable to decreases in
glucose, even in the presence of the PTP. This is illustrated
in Fig. 7 D.

Fig. 8 shows the time courses of dependent variables for
the model without the PTP (fH ¼ fCa ¼ 0, blue curves) and
with the PTP (fH ¼ 5000, fCa ¼ 0, red curves). The system
is at its control state until t ¼ 500 s, at which time we simu-
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763
late stroke-like conditions by lowering GLC from 4 to 2. At
t ¼ 1000, we increase MeS from 0 to 1. Note that the PTP
opens shortly after MeS is increased (see Jptp). This leads
to lower values of [NADH]m, DJm, and [ATP]m. Recall
that the PTP becomes activatedwhenever [H]m falls to<p1¼
0.024. As the figure illustrates, this occurs periodically,
leading to oscillations in the PTP flux, Jptp. Fig. 8 also shows
projections of the solution onto three-dimensional phase
spaces. Note that as soon asMeS is increased, there is a sharp
drop in both DJ and [H]m, due to the initial increase in
mitochondrial Ca2þ, followed by recovery of both of these
variables. It is this sharp drop in [H]m that leads to the initial
opening of the PTP.
Simplification of the model

We wanted to analyze the full model mathematically to
better understand mechanisms and conditions for when
changes in glucose, oxygen, and P2Y1R stimulation levels
lead to enhanced or diminished ATP production. However,
the expressions for the fluxes in the modified Magnus-Ke-
izer model are extremely complicated. For this reason, we
have systematically simplified fluxes for the mitochondrial
variables to a form that is amenable to mathematical anal-
ysis. In the simplified model, we assume that the pH is
constant, as was done in the original Magnus-Keizer model.
Hence, the simplified Magnus-Keizer model for the mito-
chondrial variables reduces to equations for [Ca]m, DJ,
[NADH]m, and [ADP]m. A detailed description of the
simplified expressions is given in the Supporting Material.

In numerical simulations, the simplified Magnus-Keizer
model produces very similar dynamics to that of our full
model (see Fig. S3). Because we have eliminated the cyto-
solic variables, in the simplified Magnus-Keizer model we
adjust pyruvate concentration (Pyr) in the Jpdh flux directly
rather than through the cytosolic glucose concentration. We
note that the simplification presented here is similar in spirit
to that given in Bertram et al. (13).



FIGURE 8 (Top) Time courses of the dependent

variables and the PTP flux when the PTP is (red,

fH ¼ 5000) and is not (blue, fH ¼ 0) present.

Addition of the PTP leads to lower values of

DJ, [ATP]m, and [NADH]m and higher values of

[H]m during the recovery phase. (Bottom) Projec-

tions of the solutions shown on top onto two sepa-

rate phase spaces. Very shortly after 2MeSADP is

applied at t¼ 1000 s, there is a sharp drop followed

by a fast recovery of [H]m and J. Opening of the

PTP, however, prevents J from fully recovering,

leading to lower values of mitochondrial ATP.
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Analysis

We used mathematical analysis to derive precise conditions
on model parameters for when either a decrease in pyruvate
or external oxygen levels leads to a decrease in mitochon-
drial ATP production, and when this decrease in ATP
production can be reversed by P2Y1R stimulation. To
simplify the analysis, we do not include the KATP channel
or the permeability transition pore. We also treat both
pore-space cytosolic Ca2þ and mitochondrial oxygen levels
as constant. We will determine how ATP production
depends on changes in these constants. Here we are
assuming that the role of P2Y1R stimulation is to increase
the parameter corresponding to [Ca]ps.

To simplify the notation, we write N, C,J, and A instead
of [NADH]m, [Ca]m, DJ, and [ADP]m, respectively. We use
dot notation for time derivatives, and prime notation for
differentiation with respect to a parameter. The reduced
Magnus-Keizer model for the mitochondrial variables can
then be written as

_N ¼ FNðN;C;JÞ=KN;
_C ¼ FCðC;JÞ=KC;
_J ¼ FJðN;C;J;AÞ=KJ;
_A ¼ FAðJ;AÞ=KA;

(22)

where KN, KC, KJ, and KA are constants and

FN ¼ Jpdh � Jo;
FC ¼ Juni � Jnc;
FJ ¼ Jhres � Jhf 1 � Jant � Jhl � 2Juni þ Jnc;
FA ¼ Jant � Jptca � Jpf 1:

(23)
Suppose that m is some model parameter, such as Pyr,
[Ca]ps, or external oxygen level, for example. Moreover,
when m ¼ m0, there is a fixed point

ðNðm0Þ;Cðm0Þ;Jðm0Þ;Aðm0ÞÞ

of Eq. 22 that changes in a smooth way as we change the
parameter m. That is, there is a smooth curve (N(m), C(m),
J(m), and A(m)) of fixed points that passes through the fixed
point when m ¼ m0. We wish to determine whether ADPm

levels go up or down as we change m; that is, we wish to
compute the derivative A0(m0).

Note that at a fixed point, the right-hand sides of the four
expressions in Eq. 22 are all zero. Setting these equal to
zero, differentiating the equations with respect to m, and
then setting m ¼ m0 gives a system of linear equations of
the form

2664
a1 a2 a3 0

0 b2 b3 0

c1 c2 c3 c4
0 0 d3 d4

3775
2664
N0ðm0Þ
C0ðm0Þ
J0ðm0Þ
A0ðm0Þ

3775 ¼ �

2664
vFN=vm
vFC=vm
vFJ=vm
vFA=vm

3775: (24)

The entries in the 4 � 4 matrix correspond to the partial
derivatives of the nonlinear functions in Eq. 22. In partic-
ular, ai ¼ vFX/vY where X ¼ N, C, J, or A if a ¼ a, b, c,
or d, respectively, and Y ¼ N, C, J, or A if i ¼ 1, 2, 3, or
4, respectively. Fig. 9 depicts the relationships among the
variables and input parameters in the SMK model
diagrammatically.
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763



FIGURE 9 Schematic of the simplified Magnus-Keizer model. The

connections represent relationships between the state variables and input

parameters. (Arrowheads and solid circles) Positive and negative coupling,

respectively.
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Note that FA does not depend on any of the input param-
eters. Hence, vFA/vm ¼ 0 and

A0ðm0Þ ¼ �
�
d3
d4

�
J0ðm0Þ: (25)

For the reduced model, d3 and d4 are both negative. It
follows that A0(m0) andJ0(m0) have opposite signs. Because

ADPm þ ATPm is constant, this implies that ATP0

m(m0) and
J0(m0) have the same sign. In what follows, we will deter-
mine J0(m0). This then determines whether mitochondrial
ATP levels increase or decrease with respect to a given
parameter.

Dependence of DJ on pyruvate

Let m ¼ Pyr. The only flux that depends on Pyr is Jpdh;
hence,

vFC

vm
¼ vFA

vm
¼ vFJ

vm
¼ 0:

Solving Eq. 24 for J0(m0), we find that

J0ðm0Þ ¼ b2c1
D

vFN

vm
¼ b2c1

D

vJpdh
vPyr

; (26)

where

D ¼ a1

�
b2c3 � b3c2 � b2c4d3

d4

�
þ c1ða2b3 � a3b2Þ: (27)

It is not hard to show that b2< 0, c1> 0, and vJpdh/vPyr> 0.
We assume that
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D<0: (28)

We have verified numerically that this is indeed the case, as
shown in Fig. S4. It then follows thatJ0(m0) is always posi-
tive; that is, mitochondrial ATP production always increases
with pyruvate input.

Dependence of DJ on Caps

We next assume that m ¼ Caps, the pore-space Ca2þ level.
The only flux that depends on Caps is Juni. It follows that
vFC/vm ¼ vFA/vm ¼ 0 and vFJ/vm ¼ �2 vFC/vm. Solving
Eq. 24 for J0(m0), we find that

J0ðm0Þ ¼ vFC

vm

�
a1ðc2 þ 2b2 � gÞ

D

�
; (29)

where

a2c1

g ¼

a1
(30)

and D was defined in Eq. 27. We continue to assume that

D < 0. It is not hard to show that a1 < 0 and

vFC

vm
¼ vJuni

vCaps
>0: (31)

Moreover,
c2 þ 2b2 ¼ �2
vJuni
vC

þ vJnc
vC

þ 2

�
vJuni
vC

� vJnc
vC

�
¼ �vJnc

vC
:

(32)

It then follows from Eq. 29 that

J0ðm0Þ> 0 if and only if g<� vJnc
vC

: (33)

We note that entry of Ca2þ into the mitochondria has

two opposing effects on the potential: one is that the flux
of positive ions depolarizes the membrane; the second
is that increased mitochondrial Ca2þ increases NADHm

leading to hyperpolarization. Because rnc is closely related
to the first effect, whereas g is closely related to the second,
we interpret Eq. 33 as giving a precise statement for when
the hyperpolarizing effect of increased NADHm dominates
the depolarizing effect of positive ions entering the
mitochondrion.

In Fig. 10, A and B, we show bifurcation diagrams for
DJ(Caps) and ADPm(Caps), respectively. Note that
DJ(Caps) increases for small values of Caps until Caps z
0.5 and then decreases, whereas ADPm first decreases and
then increases. For the reduced model,

vJnc
vC

¼ rnc ¼ 3:



FIGURE 10 Bifurcation diagrams of the fixed points of Eq. 22

with bifurcation parameter Caps. (A) The dependence of DJ on

Caps. (B) The dependence of [ADP]m on Caps. (C) Detail near the

maximum in panel A. (D) The function g defined in the text. Note that

g ¼ �3 at the value of Caps where DJ reaches its maximum. (E and F)

Here, the parameter k2 ¼ 0 and both DJ(CaC) and ADPm(Caps) are

monotonic.
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Hence, according to Eq. 33,J(Caps) should increase if g <
�3 and decrease if g > �3. In Fig. 10, C and D, we plot
DJ(Caps) for 0.45 < Caps < 0.55 as well as g(Caps) over
this range. Note that DJ does indeed increase whenever
g < �3 and decreases for g > �3.

Note that if a2 ¼ vFN/vC ¼ 0, then g ¼ 0. This corre-
sponds to when the stimulatory effect of Caps on PDH
activity is saturated. In this case, J (and, therefore, ATPm)
must be a decreasing function of Caps. In Fig. 10, E and
F, k2 ¼ 0, in which case FN does not depend on Cam and
a2 ¼ 0. The figures are consistent with the analysis, which
predicts that DJ should always decrease, whereas ADPm

should increase.

Dependence of DJ on oxygen

Now assume that m ¼ O, the mitochondrial oxygen
level, which we assume to be constant. The two fluxes
that depend on O are Jo and Jhres. Hence, vFC/vm ¼ vFA/
vm ¼ 0. Let

a ¼ vFN

vO
and b ¼ vFJ

vO
: (34)

Solving Eq. 24 for J0(m0), we find that

J0ðm0Þ ¼ b2ðac1 � ba1Þ
D

; (35)

where D is as before. It is not hard to show that b2 < 0. We
assume, as before, that D < 0. Then,

J0ðm0Þ> 0 if and only if ac1 � ba1 > 0: (36)

Now,
a ¼ �vJo
vO

¼ � k3ko

ðkoþOÞ2
�

N

Nþ k4Ntot

��
1

1þ k13e0:191ðJ�J3Þ

�
;

b ¼ vJhres
vO

¼ k9ko

ðko þ OÞ2
�

N

Nþ k10Ntot

��
1

1þ k11e0:191ðJ�J2Þ

�
;

a1 ¼ v
�
Jpdh � Jo

�
vN

¼ � k3k4Ntot

ðN þ k4NtotÞ2
�

O

ko þ O

��
1

1þ k13e0:191ðJ�J3Þ

�
þ vJpdh

vN
;

c1 ¼ vJhres
vN

¼ k9k10Ntot

ðNþ k10NtotÞ2
�

O

koþ O

��
1

1þ k11e0:191ðJ�J2Þ

�
:

(37)

In the reduced model, k11¼ k13 andJ2¼J3. It follows that
J0 (m0) > 0 if and only if

1<
k4
k10

�
N þ k10Ntot

N þ k4Ntot

�
� k9
k3

�
N þ k4Ntot

N þ k10Ntot

�
U; (38)

where

U ¼ vJpdh
vN

=
vJhres
vN

< 0:

In particular,

J0ðm0Þ> 0 if 1<
k4
k10

�
N þ k10Ntot

N þ k4Ntot

�
or k10 < k4:

(39)

Note that in the modified Magnus-Keizer model, the two
fluxes that depend on oxygen are the oxygen consumption,
JO, and respiration, Jhres. An increase in the oxygen
consumption tends to depolarize the membrane, whereas
an increase in respiration tends to hyperpolarize the
membrane. The constants k4 and k10 are closely related to
how fast these fluxes change with respect to NADHm. The
analysis demonstrates that whether J (and, therefore,
ATPm) is an increasing or decreasing function of oxygen
input depends on the relative sizes of these two parameters.

Fig. 11, A and B, shows bifurcation diagrams for DJ and
ADPm, respectively; the bifurcation parameter isO. Note the
DJ is monotone-increasing, whereas ADPm is monotone-
decreasing. Hence, ATPm is monotone-increasing. This is
consistent with the analysis because k10 ¼ 0.43< 0.74¼ k4.

If k10 > k4, then J and ATPm may be either increasing or
decreasing functions of O, depending on the other parame-
ters. Fig. 11 C shows an example with ADPm first decreasing
and then increasing as O increases. If we let G denote the
right-hand side of Eq. 38, then the minimum value of
ADPm should be when G ¼ 1. In Fig. 11 D, we show that
this is indeed the case.
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763



FIGURE 11 Bifurcation diagrams of the fixed points of Eq. 22 with

bifurcation parameter O. (A) The dependence of DJ on O. (B) The depen-

dence of ADPm on O. (C) Here, k10 ¼ 1 and k4 ¼ 0.33. The dependence of

ADPm on O is no longer monotonic. (D) The function G defined in the text.

Note that G ¼ 1 at the value of O where ADPm has its minimum value.
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DISCUSSION

One of the primary goals of this article was to develop
a mathematical model that supports recent experimental
results showing that, in mouse cortical astrocytes, the
magnitude of ischemic lesions and cytotoxic edema can
be significantly reduced by stimulating P2Y1Rs (4,5).
Consistent with experiments, the model demonstrates that
the protective role of P2Y1R stimulation results from
increased IP3-mediated Ca2þ release, which, in turn, leads
to increased mitochondrial ATP production.

The mathematical model modifies, extends, and inte-
grates several earlier models for different aspects of the rele-
vant cellular processes. Following Fall and Keizer (6), the
model combines the Li-Rinzel model for ER Ca2þ handling
with the Magnus-Keizer model for mitochondrial Ca2þ

handling and ATP production. We then added equations
for cell volume, membrane potential, and concentrations
of ionic species. We modeled the dependence of IP3 produc-
tion on P2Y1R stimulation as in Di Garbo et al. (17) and
modified the rate at which NADH is produced by the cit-
ric-acid cycle in the Magnus-Keizer model as in Bertram
et al. (13). We then added differential equations for the mito-
chondrial oxygen level and pH, because these are assumed
to be static in the Magnus-Keizer model. Finally, we added
models for a mitochondrial KATP channel and the perme-
ability transition pore to the Magnus-Keizer model to
explore their possible roles in neuroprotection. These were
modeled as in Bertram et al. (14), Magnus and Keizer
(15), and Oster et al. (12), respectively.

A second primary goal was to analyze the model to gain
insights into the underlying biological data. The analysis
leads to precise conditions on model parameters for how
variations in IP3-mediated Ca2þ release, oxygen levels,
and pyruvate affect mitochondrial ATP production. It is
especially important to understand conditions for when
increasing cytosolic Ca2þ levels lead to increased mitochon-
Biophysical Journal 104(8) 1752–1763
drial ATP production, because this forms the basis of the
proposed mechanism underlying neuroprotection. We note
that experiments involving other systems have demonstrated
that this is not always the case; that is, higher cytosolic Ca2þ

levels can, in fact, lead to a decrease in ATP production (see,
for example, Eq. 13).

Simulations of the model, along with the analysis, lead
to concrete predictions that one may be able to test experi-
mentally. As Fig. 10 demonstrates, the dependence of DJ
and ATPm on Caps is typically not monotonic; that is, ATP
levels reach a maximum value at some moderate level of
Caps. It would be interesting to test experimentally whether
there is indeed a nonmonotonic dependence of ATP produc-
tion on Caps and, if so, whether the maximum level of ATP
production and the value of Caps at which this occurs is
similar to that predicted by the analysis. The analysis and
simulations also demonstrate that P2Y1R stimulation may
be accompanied with oscillations in ER and mitochondrial
Ca2þ. There should also be oscillations in cytosolic Ca2þ;
however, these may only be observed in the pore space
between the ER and mitochondria. Finally, our results
suggest that one reason why neurons are considerably
more vulnerable to changes in ischemic conditions than
astrocytes may be because of the PTP, which appears to
play a more prominent role in neurons than in astrocytes.

Although the model is quite complicated, it should still
be considered as minimal in the sense that it includes
only those fluxes and cellular processes needed to repro-
duce and account for the experimental results. For
example, the model includes just three plasma membrane
ionic fluxes and one pump, although other ions such as
glutamate, as well as other pumps and transporters, surely
play a critical role in ischemia. We also approximate the
concentration of external potassium ions as constant. To
model spreading depression and excitability in a network
of neurons and astrocytes accurately, incorporating the
dynamics of [Kþ]o would be critically important (27,28).
Moreover, although the Magnus-Keizer model has proven
very useful for understanding many aspects of mitochon-
drial Ca2þ handling and ATP production, it clearly does
not (and cannot) take into account the myriad of complex
processes involved in cellular respiration and energy
production. For example, we do not consider glycolytic
oscillations (14) or gluconeogenesis (29). Our hope is
that the model and analysis presented here can serve as
useful beginnings to which more detailed processes, such
as the reaction-diffusion dynamics involved in stroke prop-
agation, can be added. Such physiologically based compu-
tational tools have the potential to transform and help drive
ischemia research.
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